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Special Report: Going
Known as “Charlie” during the summer of 1976, Ritchie’s career

Global University of

has brought honor to the University of Georgia AND to the

Georgia Studies Abroad

Cortona program. He studied Art History, Painting, and Graphic

in Cortona Immersive

Design in Cortona, and he graduated the following year, 1977,

Fine Art Studies in Italy

from UGA with a BFA in Art/Graphic Design. The Pineville, KY

The Cortona program
was featured in an

native then went on to receive his MFA in Painting from
Carnegie Mellon University in 1980.

interesting article in pdnedu digital edition, The
Magazine for Emerging Photographers & Photo

Ritchie has served the National Gallery of Art as Associate
Curator, Department of Modern Prints and Drawings, since

Educators. The online publication of pdn news: Photo
District News. In 1970, the … [Read More...]

1988. During that time, he has also made art: beautiful,
exquisite, timeless images that have earned him scores of solo

2011 Faculty &
Student Show &
Reunion in Athens

and group exhibits across the country. (For a complete list of his
impressive professional and artistic “creds” go to:
http://www.charlesritchie.com/biography
Artist Charles Ritchie standing in front of the
window where he has been painting for 27
years. January 2012. (Photograph by
Samantha Ritchie.)

The UGA Studies

We were quite honored that Charlie took a few minutes away

Abroad, Cortona, Italy

from his drawings to talk to the C.I.A.O. newsletter.

Exhibition was on
display through January

Brief synopsis of career history

21st on the 3rd floor of

While at the University of Georgia I did a lot of experimenting. I
studied drawing and painting, then landscape architecture, and finally took my degree in graphic design. For
grad school I returned to painting at Carnegie Mellon University and discovered the urban north with its rich
collection of works by the masters. After graduating, I moved to the Washington, DC area and found a job in
the sales shop at the National Gallery of Art. Eventually I worked my way into the education department where
I gave tours and lectures, became a curatorial research assistant, then an assistant curator. Now I’m an

the Lamar Dodd School
of Art building in Athens. The exhibition displayed the
work of students, faculty and staff of the three
semesters (Spring, Summer and Fall) in 2011. There
was a program and reunion of students and faculty
who … [Read More...]

associate curator and I maintain to the modern graphic art collection in the prints and drawings study room
while curating exhibitions and answering public inquiries. I’ve done shows on John Taylor Arms, Robert

A Talk Directly to
Cortona Alumni
Hearts

Rauschenberg, Max Weber, and various focus exhibitions on the National Gallery’s holdings. Simultaneously,
I’ve been developing and exhibiting my own drawings in commercial galleries and other venues. I’ve found
that being at the National Gallery has been a wonderful way to continue to educate myself about art. And

As ardent supporters of

with a bit of discipline on my part, my day job supports enough studio time for a career as an artist.

the School of Art, the

Biggest surprise about Cortona

Friersons hold a very

“What surprised me most was seeing the actual works of art. Having grown up knowing reproductions, my

special connection to

summer 1976 trip to Italy, France, and Switzerland was my first significant encounter with the real thing. After

Cortona as you can
read below in Ann’s

viewing Michelangelo’s carvings, the Slaves, at the Florence Academia, I understood his statement regarding
studying the stone to unlock the forms within the material. The thick relief of Van Gogh’s paintings shocked

wonderful talk delivered to the Cortona students

me. At first I didn’t like what I saw. The experience taught me if you really dislike something, look again.

gathered for the January 21 reunion in Athens. Ann’s

There might be a lesson there. Van Gogh’s paintings remain among my favorites, especially their

lifelong passion is gardening, and nature, along with an

topographies.”

ever expanding appreciation of art. She is Past …

Greatest challenge

[Read More...]

“In Cortona I was a graphics major but I was beginning to realize my heart was in painting. A lot of private
soul searching dogged me as I had an uncomfortable feeling I was on the wrong path. Learning so much
about the process of painting, seeing the works of masters and absorbing art history helped me to rethink
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school. I eventually resolved to return to painting going to graduate school at Carnegie Mellon University in
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“Painting was exciting because I discovered how much I loved to work on paper, not canvas. Additionally, I
learned how to thin acrylic paint to the consistency of watercolor leading to my discovery of watercolor as my
primary medium; it remains so. Art history was fantastic too. While researching and presenting a talk on

regional “reunion” planning. To keep costs to a
minimum, we use email almost exclusively, but
providing us your mailing address and … [Read More...]

Ghiberti’s Gates of Paradise I realized how compelling the study of past art and artists could be and
discovered how much I enjoyed lecturing. It primed me for curatorial work and the talks I currently do on my
own art.” (Note to recent alums: in early years students had to select an art history topic to research prior to
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going to Italy, and then present a lecture on the topic while in Cortona.)
haven herrin on 2002 Fall
Life lesson learned

Charles Ritchie on Meet Charles Ritchie, Cortona ‘76

“One of the first things I did when I arrived in Cortona was go to the bookmakers and have a sketchbook
made out of the wonderful indigenous Fabriano paper. Although that particular sketchbook never really took
off, not long after I graduated from Georgia, in fall of 1977, I started the sketchbook/journal series that
continues to this day and is at the core of my creative practice. Currently I have 136 books and counting.
Although I maintained all kinds of random notebooks before the one I acquired in Cortona, this was the first
time I thought concretely and formally about keeping an ongoing volume of drawings for myself.”
Best or most striking memory

Mike Morgan on CIAO Gathers in Atlanta to Meet
and Greet Chris
Marty Child on Meet Eleanor Caswell Simonsen
Shari Egan on Del Martin (1976) receives Lifetime
Impact Award
Shari Egan on Meet Charles Ritchie, Cortona ‘76
Ann Marie Ear (Morales-Ear) on 1989 Summer

“We were in Italy during the summer of America’s
Bicentennial. For the 4th of July our group
celebrated with a costume party at one of the

Find us on Facebook

beautiful outdoor cafes. I dressed as a rock star
wearing a Panama-style hat with star-shaped

Sign Up
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sunglasses and cardboard guitar that I cut out; I
dubbed myself “Barry Blast”. A loudspeaker
poured out music for the evening and suddenly
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the most raucous American rock and roll jumped
from the speakers. I must have sprung ten feet in
Barry Blast

the air, started dancing around like a crazy
person. Everybody joined in and the dancing and

laughing lasted until we couldn’t stand up any more. I woke up the next morning without the guitar, hat, and
sunglasses. Still seems like a bit of a dream actually.”
Have you returned to Cortona?
“Yes, in the summer of 1988, my wife Jenny and I rented a car and drove all over Tuscany. I sketched in my
journal and attempted to visit as many Piero della Francesca paintings as we could find. It was wonderful. I
might go back to Italy but next stop is Ireland in Spring 2013 as I have been offered a Ballinglen Painting
Fellowship.” http://www.ballinglenartsfoundation.org/
Tell us a little about your family
“Jenny Lyle and I met at the University of Georgia in drawing class, spring 1976. She actually went on the
Cortona trip the year after me, summer of 1977. Jenny took my name when we married in 1984. Extremely
talented and my toughest critic, Jenny frames my drawings, makes my sketchbooks, and is consultant for all
that I do. She has a green thumb and revels in our garden whenever she can. Our daughter Sam arrived in
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1994. She’s now a senior in high school and an artist who combines her wide-ranging abilities with a
tremendous interest in the natural world and the environment. Sam plays guitar and is the best disc jockey I
know. She is constantly turning me on to great new music.”

Steve

What do you do for fun?
“Play guitar. I’ve been studying with an excellent teacher for the past few years. Also, I enjoy working in my
journals; it’s fun and the center of my life.”
Latest book read
“Letters of Wallace Stevens (edited by Holly Stevens, University of California Press, 1996). Not only is he a
great poet, he could leap across subjects and ideas with breathtaking finesse in his private writing. I admire
his personal life too. He was a both an extraordinary writer and a successful insurance executive and he liked
doing both. Stevens believed a day job can enrich your art. That’s certainly my experience.”
My Fantasy Artist Dinner Party
“I can’t hold it to just artists. Let’s call them creative individuals: Emily Dickinson, American 19th century poet.
I could read her poems for the rest of my life and still glean new meanings each time; Nick Drake, British 2oth
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